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explaining phenomena is a primary goal of science. consequently, it is unsurprising that gaining a proper
understanding of the nature of explanation is an important goal of science education. in order to properly
understand explanation ... scientific knowledge and scientific method in scientific ... - scientific
knowledge comes in different forms, which vary in thei r explanatory and predictive power (e.g., theories, laws,
hypotheses). this is a theme often overlooked in traditional towards an explanatory and computational
theory of ... - we propose an explanatory and computational theory of transformative discoveries in science.
the theory is derived from a recurring theme found in a diverse range of scientific change, scientific discovery,
and knowledge diffusion theories in philosophy of science, sociology of science, social network analysis, and
information science. the theory extends the concept of structural holes from ... the nature of scientific
knowledge - springer - nature of scientific knowledge is a book that anyone interested in scientific
knowledge, knowledge in general, and any of a myriad of related concepts would be well advised to study
closely. economics of scientific knowledge - uned - regarding the nature of scientific knowledge. like the
ssk argues that scientific knowledge comes to be constructed out of a social process, the esk would argue that
scientific knowledge comes to be constructed out of an economic process. (hands, 1994a, p. 87) zamora
bonilla, j. – the economics of scientific knowledge – dec. 2005 4 the main idea behind this characterisation of
esk is that ... developing preservice elementary teachers’ understanding ... - developing preservice
elementary teachers’ understanding of the nature of scientific knowledge 2 several groups of science
educators have been studying how grades k-12 students and/or preservice ... understanding hypotheses,
predictions, laws, and theories - scientific knowledge; that is, they are both explanatory in nature. in fact,
the distinction between a in fact, the distinction between a causal hypothesis and a theory can be somewhat
arbitrary. laws, theories and hypotheses: revealing science through words - 10 theories and laws are
quite different kinds of scientific knowledge. 11 any research based on logic and reasoning is scientific. 12 in
science, a scientific theory is an explanation for many hypotheses and observations. 13 in biology, evolution is
only a theory and as a result, it requires more evidence in order for it to reach “law” status. 14 a scientific law
is a description of a ... what is scientific philosophy of what is the aim realism ... - scientific knowledge?
how do our scientific theories track nature? or it can ask more specific questions such as: what is the nature of
space-time? how should we classify biological species? how effective are randomized controlled trials for
testing new drugs in medicine? and so on. there are two main traditions with respect to the aim of science.
according to the first tradition the aim of ... a new conception of science - discovery.ucl - determines what
is to be accepted as scientific knowledge. nothing substantial about the nature of the universe can be
accepted permanently as a part of scientific knowledge independently of evidence, let alone in violation of the
evidence. considerations that have to do with the simplicity, unity or explanatory power of theories may
influence scientists in deciding what theories to accept and ... explanation and teleology in aristotle’s
science of nature ... - answers given to “why” questions will be explanatory and hence productive of
scientific knowledge “if they pick out real causes.” she argues that whereas teleology for aristotle
ems1-explanatory models in science - explanatory models in science a scientific model is an idea or set of
ideas that explains what causes a particular phenomenon in nature. we are interested in models from the
perspective of what practicing scientists actually do. the multiple meanings of tentative science abstract: the notion that scientific knowledge is tentative is an important and emphasized concept within the
nature of science. its meaning, however, can be described in many different ways, even by scientists,
educators, and philosophers. review of alex rosenberg s philosophy of science: a ... - philosophy of
science can be relevant to the understanding of the status of scientific knowledge and can provide a critical
assessment of practitioners’ view of their field. 1 the first chapter discusses the importance of understanding
the nature of scientific knowledge.
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